MITER CUTTERS

These cutters make unbelievably smooth cuts on a variety of materials, including shoemolding, plastic coving and t-molding, wood quarter round, half round, cabinet trim molding up to ½” thick, PVC tubing, and carpet tackless strip. Makes fast angle cuts, eliminating the need for a chop saw. All have replaceable blades available.

TRIDON® MITERING/MOLDING CUTTER Has a 90° cutting guide for clean butt joints and a 45° guide for neat mitering. Locks closed for safety. The 2 1/4” hardened steel blade is very sharp. A quality tool. Not recommended for Oak or similar hard woods.

Cat. No. MK-45, Length 8”, Wt 11 oz  Cat. No. MK-45RP, Repl. Blade

CRAIN WOOD MITER The stout 2 ½” long high carbon steel blade is strong enough and sharp enough to shear cut wood materials cleanly. The table includes a gauge for cutting straight, 22.5°, or 45° angles. The 22.5° angle gauge is used for making a “soft corner” shape, while the 45° angle is used to make square corners. The extra-long vinyl-coated handles provide adequate leverage for cutting. Blade is replaceable (MK-856RP).

Cat. No. MK-855, Length 10”, Wt 14 oz  Cat. No. MK-856RP, Repl. Blade

LOWE MITER CUTTER Made in Germany and held to the highest performance standards. Made to cut plastic, rubber, or wood. Indispensable tool for Floor Layers, Painters, Carpenters, Contractors, and ideally suited for use in many other trades.


CARBIDE TIPPED SCORING CUTTER This tool functions the same as the above scoring cutter but the straight style is preferred by some. Has two exposed carbide tips. Ribbed plastic handle gives good grip. Cat. No. DC-01, L 8”, Wt 4 oz

FOLDING SCORING CUTTER Same function as above cutters. High-carbon steel blade folds safely into the plastic handle. Easily carried in a pocket. Disposable.

Cat. No. SC-11, Length Closed 5”, Wt 1 lb

TRIDON® LAMINATE SHEAR This is the most popular hand shear for cutting laminate. Three jaw design cuts without chipping. Make long or short cuts without trips to the saw. Very useful for quick cuts and fitting on the job, especially when power is not available. Designed to cut with decorative side up. Has compound action for easy cutting.

Cat. No. MN-94, Wt 2 oz  Cat. No. MN-95RP, Repl. Blade  Wt 1 oz

TRIDON® CARBIDE TIPPED SCORING CUTTER Use this tool to score and break a variety of sheet materials including decorative laminate, vinyl sheet, tile, Plexiglas, drywall, and many others. Especially useful when very long cuts must be made. Also useful on the job when available tools are limited and when there is no power. Use a straight edge as a guide, make several scores, then bend upward toward the decorative side for laminate, downward for most other materials. Also popular for removing grout from between ceramic tiles in preparation for regrouting. The reversible blade has a carbide tip on each end for double life.

Cat. No. SC-344, Length 6”, Wt 3 oz  Cat. No. SC-345, Repl. Blade, Wt 1 oz

TRIDON® LAMINATE & VENEER SLITTER A hand tool for cutting strips of high pressure decorative laminates and other plastics. Two opposing hardened steel rolling cutters score both sides of the sheet allowing the strip to be broken off easily by hand. Edge guide adjusts to cut strips from 1/2” to 4 5/16” wide (12 mm to 110 mm). Vertical spacing of cutters adjusts up to 0.080” (2 mm). Since no power is required, excellent for use at the workbench or in the field. Long handle for comfort and ease of use. Quick and easy to adjust edge guide. All structural parts are metal for accuracy and stability. Replacement parts available

Cat. No. AT-109, Wt 4 lb  Cat. No. AT-109020, Set of 2 Repl. Cutters

TRIDON® CARBIDE TIPPED SCORING CUTTER Replacement Cutters

Cat. No. SC-344, Length 6”, Wt 3 oz  Cat. No. SC-345, Repl. Blade, Wt 1 oz

CARBIDE TIPPED SCORING CUTTER This tool functions the same as the above scoring cutter but the straight style is preferred by some. Has two exposed carbide tips. Ribbed plastic handle gives good grip.

Cat. No. DC-01, L 8”, Wt 4 oz

FOLDING SCORING CUTTER Same function as above cutters. High-carbon steel blade folds safely into the plastic handle. Easily carried in a pocket. Disposable.

Cat. No. SC-11, Length Closed 5”, Wt 1 oz

TRIDON® LAMINATE TRIMMER Replacement Cutters

Cat. No. LT-886RP, Pkg of 2 Repl. Carbide Cutters, Wt 2 oz
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